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Objective 

The objective of this Academic Health Center project is to assimilate the background information 
necessary to develop an improved model for fairly distributing resources and costs associated with 
interprofessional, interdisciplinary and cross-collegiate teaching efforts. 

Background The Academic Health Center is committed to developing a greater number of 
interprofessional educational activities and courses. One significant barrier is the 
unanswered question of how to pay for teaching and course development across 
colleges. The current tuition attribution system works well for courses within a 
particular discipline, where all the teaching effort is also housed in that discipline. 
However, when the course, the teaching effort, or both, are not clearly housed in one 
discipline, the tuition attribution process breaks down. The result is many off-line 
tuition agreements and shadow systems. The CUlTent system also provides 
incentives for schools to keep students enrolled only within their own school's 
curriculum, rather than supporting interprofessional activity. The Senior Vice 
President for Health Sciences is particularly interested in a system of Relative Value 
Units (RVUs) to track who is contributing value and compensate that program 
appropriately. 

Contents/Scope This project document addresses the following issues/questions: 

I. Inventory of ABC interprofessional activities 
2. Administrative and financial background information 
3. Inventory of financial agreements related to 
interprofessional education 
4. Discussion of issues and barriers 
5. Ideas for future interprofessional development 
6. Identify tools and strategies to help develop an 
interprofessional education model 
7. A potential financial model 
Conclusion 
Suggested Next Steps 
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1. Inventory of AHC interprofessional activities 

An inventory of interprofessional activities is not available through data in current information 
systems. Although not considered to be complete, the following is a list of activities cited by the 
AHC school Associate Deans. 
Note: The list of course titles and numbers is in process of being further developed and detailed 
by Barbara Brandt's intern. 

Dual Degrees 

Courses 

" MD/PhD with multiple colleges (IT, CBS) 
• MD/MPH 
" MD/MBA 
" Masters in Health Infonnatics (Med School) 
" MD/JD 
" MS (Master of Science in Nursing)/MPH 
" DVM/MPH 
" SPH/JD 
" SPH/Journalism 
" SPH/Nursing 
" DDS/PhD with wide range of PhD majors 

" Ethics - Med School & Nursing (jointly taught and cross-listed) 
" Pharmacy- Med School & Nursing (jointly taught and cross-listed) 
" Physiology pre-req for Nursing is taught by Med School faculty 
" Anatomy req for Dentistry is taught by Med School faculty 
" Immunization Tour (giving flu shots to University community). An 

elective course jointly taught and cross-listed between Nursing and 
Pharmacy. The Director of the Health Career Center (paid by AHC 
Office of Ed) coordinates this activity with uncompensated extra time. 

" Phannacology course (on-line) jointly developed between Nursing and 
Pharmacy 

.. Pharmacy faculty is teaching a lOOO-level course and an Honors 
Colloquium to CLNCBS students 

" Biochemistry is taught to Dentistry students by Biochem department 
.. Pharmacology is taught to Dentistry students by Pharmacy depaItment 
.. Gross Anatomy is taught to Dentistry students by Med School. 
" Neuroscience for Dentistry students is currently taught jointly with the 

Med School. 
" Public Health and Mass Comm - cross-listed course taught by Dr. 

Finnegan (SPH) 
" Health and New Info Tech - only offered in Journalism school, jointly 

taught by Finnegan (SPH)·- Journalism School gets all the tuition $ 
" SPH required course taught by Center for Bioethics 
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Other 
educational 
activities 

Other 
Experiential 
Activities and 
Programs 

e Vet Med faculty teach various courses that are taken by students from 
all over the university. 

o Pharmaceutical Industry course cross-listed with Pharmacy School and 
Carlson School 

• School of Pharmacy is expanding into Duluth by having UMD Chern 
Dept faculty teach Pharmacy courses at UMD. 

• A course to teach web-based learning for Nursing students is taught by 
a civil service employee from ADCS (Academic and Distributed 
Computing Services). 

• Portion of Ethics (Nursing) course and Physician & Society (Med 
School) course - 2 joint lectures/meetings with students where they 
work on a case study 

• Public Health Institute - teaches courses during 3 week program 
during May and June 

• Medication Management -- a portion of Pathophysiology (Med School) 
course and elective Pharmacy course (i.eA hour anticoagulation case 
study) will be jointly taught by both schools. 

• Med School physicians come in for lectures in Therapeutics course 
(Pharmacy). Some faculty do it for free, others require $. 

• Don Uden (Pharmacy) lectures in Nursing School courses (no 
compensation) 

• Pharmacy will teach required Therapeutics course to Nursing students 
- this will replace the Pharmacology course taught by the Med School 
.- the course is listed as a Pharmacy course so Pharmacy School gets 
the tuition $ 

• Inner Life of Healers - a self-care program provided to professionals 
and students by the Center for Spirituality and Healing. 

• Center for Spirituality and Healing (CSpH) coordinates a field trip 
taken by first year medical students to Northwestern Health Sciences 
University to observe traditional Chinese medicine. 

• Schools are asking for CSpH's help to set up stress management 
principles for their students. CSpH is now trying to recoup $ for this 
effOli. 

o Freshman seminars 

• Transitional Care Unit (currently conducting an evaluation) 
" Experiential rotations (interprofessional service learning, community 

visits, clinical rotations) 
• Health Careers Center 
" AI-IEC interprofessional site development 
• Urban interprofessional activities 

o Phillips 
• Women's Health 
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.. Extracurricular activities 
e National Patient Safety Foundation 
e Medical Reserves 
.. JERC -- Clinical Skills Lab 
e Center of Excellence in Critical Care 

.2. Administrative and financial background information 

Current administrative and financial practices are as follows: 

Tuition attribution 
The University uses a tuition attribution system that was developed with the implementation of 
IMG (Incentives for Managed Growth) in the mid-1990s. The tuition attribution model is used 
for each section of each course offered at the University, and is designated at the student level. 
Tuition for each student's course is split between the student's school of enrollment (25%) and 
the college offering the course (75%). 

There have been questions about whether there exists a "grandfather" clause to tbe IMG model, 
where historical arrangements between departments providing faculty to teach in another college 
have been left uncompensated (no tuition flows to tbe depmiment providing the teaching faculty). 
According to Lincoln Kallsen, Office of the Provost, there is no official policy providing for a 
grandfather clause to IMG. Although the Office knows that unofficial arrangements are made 
between depatiments and colleges, the purpose of IMG is to compensate departments for their 
faculty teaching time. 

Course designations 
Each section of each course offered at the University is labeled with a course designator. The 
course designator indicates which college receives the 75% tuition attributable to that course. 
Currently, a course section must be designated by one, and only one, course designator within the 
registration system. When colleges jointly develop or teach a course, they must decide which 
college receives the course designation (or they use cross-listing, described below). 

There is a general process question to be addressed around the question of who controls course 
designators. Recent frustrations around this question include the following: 
e Course designators have moved/rom Medical School to other colleges (i.e. CBS) without the 

dean's permission. 
.. Course designators also appear 10 l110vefi-ol11 college to college with interdisciplinary 

courses. 
.. An AHC Center (Bioethics) has been denied a course designator without a clear reason and 

without a clear understanding o/why or where policy around this decision resides. 
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Cross-listing 
A common practice among schools which are involved with teaching courses across colleges is 
to use cross-listing, which means that the identical course is given two course numbers - one for 
each college involved in the course. For example, if Pharmacy and Nursing faculty are jointly 
teaching a course designed for both Pharmacy and Nursing students, it would be listed in each of 
their course catalogs with a separate course number and course designator. Students enrolled in 
the College of Pharmacy would register for the course with the Pharmacy designation, and 
students enrolled in the College of Nursing would register for the course with the Nursing 
designation. In this way, each college receives 100% of the tuition (25% + 75%) for the students 
from their school who have registered for the course. This method splits the tuition between 
schools, but follows the number of students from each college registered for each course, not the 
teaching effort that is exerted by each school. 

ARC Tuition practices 
Academic Health Center schools have varying practices in how they assess student tuition. 

Schools assess a flat dollar tuition amount per term (i.e. students pay for degree, not credit hour) 
as follows: 

" The Medical School 
" The School of Dentistry 
" College of Pharmacy (12 or more credits) 
" College of Veterinary Medicine (12 or more credits) 
" School of Nursing (banded at 13 or more credits) 

Schools assess tuition by the number of credits (i.e. students pay for credit hour or course) as 
follows: 

.. The School of Public Health (all credits) 
" College of Pharmacy (fewer than 12 credits) 
" College of Veterinary Medicine (fewer than 12 credits) 
" School of Nursing (fewer than 13 credits) 

When tuition is assessed at a flat dollar amount per term, that tuition has historically covered all 
credits (or credits above the band) that the student takes, regardless of which school or college 
the students is taking credits from. To illustrate, suppose that a medical school student is taking 
20 total credits this semester - 16 credits of medical school classes, and a 4 credit Spanish course 
from the College of Liberal Alis (CLA). Assuming that the student's tuition is $6,000 per 
semester, the Medical School is entitled to 25% ($1,500) as the school of enrollment. The 
University's tuition allocation system would take the remaining (75%) amount of tuition paid by 
the student for that semester ($4,500), and divide it between the colleges where the student has 
taken courses for that semester. So in this example, CLA would be allocated $900 of tuition 
($4,500 * 4 Spanish credits 120 total credits). The Medical School's portion of the student's 
tuition is $3,600 ($4,500 * 16 med school credits 120 total credits). lfthe student had not taken 
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the Spanish course, the Medical School would have received the entire amount of tuition for the 
semester. 

The above illustration shows the potential disincentive for schools that charge fixed tuition to 
encourage their students to take interprofessional courses. Policies are now underway in some 
AHC schools to discourage students to take courses outside of their school of enrollment, or to 
charge additional tuition for those courses. 

Dual aud joint degrees 
According to the Registrar, currently only one school of enrollment is designated per student. 
This means that even when a student is pursuing a dual or joint degree, 25% of the tuition 
revenue will automatically go only to the single college designated as the college of enrollment 
for that student in the University registration system. In order to help solve the problems that this 
causes for colleges offering dual or joint degrees, the Provost has approved the concept of 
multiple schools of enrollment for a single student. The Registrar's office is working on this 
issue, but the technicalities of implementing this concept have not yet been worked out. 

It should be noted that every credit taken by a student has the same value. This value is 
determined as total tuition paid by that student divided by the total number of credits for which 
the student has registered. Because of this formula approach, a "full time" student in one college 
who goes "over-load" with a course in some other college dilutes the amount of tuition revenue 
that goes back to his/her home college. 

Recovery of course development costs and admillistmtive overhead 
In the cun-ent interdisciplinary education environment, revenue (i.e. tuition) shating agreements 
between different colleges participating in an interdisciplinary course are structured on an ad hoc 
basis. Through an "arms length" negotiation process, colleges agree on how to share the tuition 
attIibution in a manner that presumably provides sufficient revenue to offset course development 
costs and administrative overhead. 

Faculty compensation 
Negotiated arrangements referenced above incorporate any costs associated with the time and 
effort of faculty in the course development and execution. Policy around the question of whether 
interdisciplinary course instruction by faculty is "within regular workload" or considered 
"overload" to regular home department duties is nonexistent. 

Payment to faculty for their eff0l1s in interdisciplinary course offerings appears to vary on an ad 
hoc basis. In some situations, faculty are paid additional compensation for effort that may be 
considered "overload" to their normal course duties. In other cases, faculty may offer their effoli 
as part of their regular workload and annual compensation, with no additional pay. 

When compensation is made between two colleges where faculty from one college is teaching in 
another college, practices vary as to who receives the transfen-ed funding, i.e. the individual 
faculty member or the academic department. 
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3. Inventory of financial agreements related to 
interprofessional education 

Just as an inventory of inter professional courses and activities is not currently documented, 
neither are the financial agreements that go along with them. Agreements range from formal 
letters of agreement between two AHC schools that are jointly developing and teaching a course 
or joint degree, to a bartering system of swapping lecture time between faculty members. 

With the continuing pressure of budget cuts and tight funding, faculty in some schools are 
increasingly expected to support their own salaries. This leads to faculty spending more time on 
research andlor clinical activities to generate funding dollars to support their time. Increased 
research and clinical time, particularly in the Medical School, leaves less time for educational 
activities. Often the faculty that put more effort into teaching are working extra hours to do so. 

In some cases, faculty use uncompensated time to teach in schools other than their "home" 
school. But in other cases, schools will compensate outside faculty for their "overload" teaching 
time spent away from their "home" schools. The question of when a faculty person's teaching 
should be considered pari of a "regular" full-time workload (i.e. with compensation included in 
annual salary) or "overload" (i.e. with additional compensation merited) is not clearly addressed 
in any existing AHC or University policy. 

There is also a pervasive perception, whether real or imagined, that time spent outside of one's 
own discipline is not only going to be uncompensated, but frowned upon during promotion and 
tenure reviews. Teaching and activities in other disciplines are sometimes perceived as inferior 
academic activities. For these reasons and others, it was heard many times that interprofessional 
activities are currently driven by the passion and perseverance of individual faculty members that 
believe that it is the right thing to do, regardless of the obstacles that exist. 

That being said, there are some examples of capitalistic and entrepreneurial spirit shown between 
schools when collaborating on interprofessional educational activities. Most agreements between 
schools fall somewhere in between. Following is a list of examples of some CUlTent financial 
agreements between schools: 

e For the Med School dual degrees, tuition follows the primary study course of the student 
at that time. Example: MD/MPH degree -- student enrolls in Med School and takes Med 

I'd h School courses for 2 years, then enrolls in SPH and takes PH courses for 3 year, t en re-
enrolls in Med School for 4th year to take final courses. Everyone seems to agree that this 
is not the right financial model, but it works for now. 

o For the DVM/MPH dual degree, the student is a VM student during the regular school 
year, and becomes an MPH student during the summer (so Vet Med receives tuition 
during school year and SPH receives tuition during summer). However, there is a I credit 
SPH seminar course that the students take during the school year when they are paying 
fixed tuition to Vet Med. The tuition allocation system calculates the amount that is due 
to SPH. The amount can vary depending on how many credits the student is taking that 
semester. This 1 credit course is now going to be cross-listed (so that Vet Med students 
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will be taking the PH course but tuition will be allocated to Vet Med) in the schools to 
avoid the allocation issue. From Vet Med's perspective, this dual degree is NOT a 
revenue-neutral activity. 

" For the Public Health Institute, teachers from outside Public Health get $2,500 per credit 
to teach. SPH has sent $ to the college level, but it sometimes wasn't "trickling down" to 
the department/faculty level. This was affecting individual relationships with faculty, so 
now SPH asks the faculty which account to send $ to. 

e The portion of the Center for Spirituality and Healing program (Inner Life of Healers) that 
is weaved into other schools has been partially funded by a grant that will no longer be 
accessible after June 2004. 

• NIH CAM grant has paid for CSPH coordination of field trip by first year medical 
students to Northwestern. This grant is no longer available. 

• Shared revenue plan: SPH has a required course taught by Center for Bioethics. The 
Center hired a faculty person (approx 20% effort for teaching course). SPH gets the 
tuition, and pays Center for the cost of the faculty effort. Any surplus from the remaining 
tuition is split between SPH and the Center. Generally there is enough of a surplus (fi'om 
tuition less direct costs of faculty teaching time) to pay for the remainder of that faculty 
member's salary for the year. 

o Physical Therapy wanted to teach the same ethics course (on-line) to its students. 
They (PT) paid $10,000 for the intellectual property, which was split between the 
SPH and the Center. 

• For the Center for Bioethics, tuition for most courses taught is attributed to other colleges. 
(The Center does receive some core O&M funding.) The Center believes teaching is part 
of its core mission, but historical tuition arrangements which do not compensate Center 
faculty create financial distress. 

o An Ethics courses is taught by Center faculty within the Philosophy Department 
(CLA). Philosophy receives all tuition $ and does not pay for any Center faculty 
time associated with teaching the course. This. was a historical arrangement that 
the Center has been unsuccessful in changing. 

" Example of changing times: the Physiology faculty within Vet Med were moved to 
COAFES some time ago, with the (unwritten) agreement that they would continue to 
teach the subject to VM students. Over time, Vet Med ended up paying COAFES for 
teaching the subject to VM students, and now VM is going to arrange to teach the course 
themselves. 

• Another example of changing times: Vet Med historically paid $25,000 per year for 
development time with the Center for Bioethics but has had to reduce this support due to 
tight budgets. In a recent collaboration effort, Bioethics had to pull back because Vet 
Med didn't have the money to pay for Bioethics time. Pharmacy is likely to pull its 
support back from Bioethics, as well, due to constrained budget times. Vet Med 
understands the situation that Bioethics is in, and feels like this is an opportunity lost with 
a very valued commodity. 
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All of this is to say that within the AHC, and across the University, the following is true: 
$ There is no consistent policy or practice for how to structure and distribute the tuition 

revenue associated with interdisciplinary classes. 
o There is no consistent policy or practice for how to compensate faculty teaching effort 

interdisciplinaryeducation. 
" There is no consistent policy or practice for how to pay for other associated costs, 

including intellectual property rights, related to the development and delivery of 
interdisciplinary education. 

4. Discussion of issues and barriers 

Perceived barriers to interprofessional education are numerous. Culture clash is seen as a 
persistent issue across the AHC schools. Other issues are financial or administrative, and the list 
from Associate Deans includes: 

Administrative: 
" Scheduling is consistently mentioned as a daunting barrier to coordinating 

interprofessional activities. Not only do daily student schedules Vaty between schools, 
but semester or term start and end dates are variable. 

" Regimented cUlTiculum. Disciplinary objectives and accreditation standards must be met 
before all else, and getting curriculum committees to talk to one another is difficult. 

" Credits granted for courses and other activities are not consistent between schools. 
• The current tuition attribution system does not provide flexibility to address dual degree 

situations or the variability in how health professional schools charge tuition to students. 
.. The sheer number of students taking classes within the AHC makes coordination 

"virtually impossible". , 
" Intellectual property - when a course is developed, who is the "owner"? 
• When interprofessional courses or activities are funded through an outside granting 

source, they are not always approved in the context of the broader curriculum goals and 
pliorities. 

Financial: 
" Fixed tuition (also explained in Section 2 under AHC Tuition practices). When a student 

takes a course outside of their school of enrollment, tuition is attributed outside of the 
school. An example is when a medical school student takes a Spanish class in the 
College of Liberal Arts (CLA). Their fixed tuition for that semester is divided by the 
number of credits for that semester, and CLA is apportioned tuition dollars from the Med 
School. Stated in another way, students who do NOT seek courses outside of their school 
of enrollment are subsidizing those students who take advantage of course opportunities 
in other schools. For that reason, many of the schools now have policies ranging from 
strict guidelines for courses taken outside of the school of enrollment, approval measures, 
and additional tuition assessed to the student. 
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o Scarce funding leads to faculty seeking more research and grant dollars, which leads to 
less time allotted for teaching activities. 

e Financial support for the extra administrative!coordination time for interprofessional 
activities is scarce to non-existent. The overwhelming opinion is that interprofessional 
activities take more time than those within a single school or discipline. Scheduling, 
timing, faculty coordination, and monetmy arrangements take added administrative time 
when dealing with more than one school. Oftentimes there are added technological or 
system needs when developing interprofessional courses or other activities. 

e Schools "lose" money when a faculty member teaches in another school without financial 
reimbursement. 

e Committee work and collaborative efforts are not valued in a financial sense. 
s Sustainability: when interprofessional courses are initiated by grants, programs and 

coalitions are formed. Too often those programs lack financial sustainability and/or a 
curriculum fit when the grant funding is ceased, and the programs are then dismantled. 
There is no current system to deal with this problem. 

5. Ideas for future interprofessional development 

While faculty are quick to name barriers to interprofessional education, there is also much 
enthusiasm about the subject. Ideas for content areas include: 

e Ethics • Cultural Competence • International Health 

• Patient Safetv • Professionalism .. Quality Assurance 

• Health Disparities • Post-cm'e/Follow-up .. End of Life care 

• Leadershin • Pain Management • Family Issues 

• Oral Health • Medication Safetv " Women's Health 
e Rural Health • Team Patient Care • Competencies 

Opinions about incentives desirable for stimulating interprofessional educational activities are 
wide-ranging and varied. While some believe that the interprofessional experience for students 
must be part of their core curriculum, others believe that elective studies are best suited for the 
experience. Following are selected opinions from Associate Deans about the success of 
intelprofessional education within AHC: 

• Mandate interprofessional education. Tell schools that x% of teaching effOlts, or x% of 
funding, or x number of hours must be spent on interprofessional education each year. 

• The goal must be better/quality patient care. 
o Start with pilot programs. 
• The answer in the short run is subsidization. 
• Web-based education is an excellent way to circumvent logistics issues. 
• Success is caused by faculty and student enthusiasm, relevance to practice, and word of 

mouth, not by throwing dollars around. 
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• Add interprofessional education to the mix for the faculty incentive plan. 
o Realign faculty and student responsibilities to allow for interprofessional education 

without imposing additional demand on top of everything else. 
" Offer 10 options for elective interprofessional seminar series. Student is required to take 

3 of the options during their schooling to graduate. 
" Incentives need to occur at the institution level. 
" Provide "sacred" time on all ABC students' calendars to schedule interprofessional 

activities across schools. 

6. Identify tools and strategies to help develop an 
interprofessional education model 

While there may be many obstacles to offering successful interprofessional educational activities, 
most see cost and tuition as the primary barriers that must be overcome to move forward, 
especially in the current economic environment. There seem to be several potential approaches 
that could be used for fairly distributing resources among the colleges. 

The RVU model 
RVU, or Relative Value Unit, is a metric that measures productivity/effort. It is most often used 
in clinical settings, where common activities are assigned a measurement of time for use in 
compensation. This system can be customized to quantify teaching productivity/effort, and 
allows equitable recognition of effort from faculty in the educational arena. 

RVUs are assigned to teaching tasks based on the varying levels of complexity, labor intensities, 
and technical skill. Standard estimated preparation time as well as teaching time is included in 
the calculation of an RVU. 

In the ABC, the RVU system is the most familiar to the Medical School, which uses it for 
clinical care and more recently to allocate tuition and O&M funding to support education effort. 
The Medical School uses an RVU model to measure educational effort by their faculty. This is 
part of their Mission-Based Management initiative, and measures efforts for such activities as 
course lectures, lab sessions, tutorials, committee work, clinical teaching, course directorships, 
administrative functions, advising, and research mentoring. This model could be used and/or 
modified to fit the needs of the entire ABC. The Medical School's RVU model, titled Inventory 
and Metrics for Educational EffOli, is attached as Appendix A. 

RVUs could be used to measure time spent on various educational activities when more than one 
school is involved. In this way, tuition or funding could be attributed to the schools based on 
their ratio of RVUs to the total. 

An issue to be explored in using RVUs is the value of faculty time across the schools. Is one 
school's faculty time wOlih more per hour than another's (physician vs. pharmacist)? What 
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about junior vs. tenured faculty time? A cost-effective model would define the educational 
requirements and then establish the relative value of a unit oftcaching at the least cost required 
to deliver the required education without compromising quality. 

Subsidization/central support 
An excellent core of inter professional expertise resides within the AHC Senior VP Office of 
Education. IERC, EduTechComm, AHEC, and CHIP are model resources that provide excellent 
support for the schools within the AHC. A common opinion among schools is that more 
administrative support for interprofessional activities is needed. 

A small grant program, funded through the AHC Office of Education, could jump-start additional 
interprofessional activities. Such a program could fund the initial development of specific 
courses and activities, and the administrative time for coordinating the same. A process for 
examining the sustainability of the activity could be a part of the internal grant application review 
process. 

As an alternative to funding administrative time within the colleges, perhaps an existing resource 
such as IERC could be utilized for administration and oversight of such things as classroom 
space, meeting coordination, and tracking of effOlt for tuition or funding allocation. 

Other ideas from interdisciplinary education literature merit further consideration: 
• annual awards for excellence in interprofessional education (with or without monetary 

attachment), with an eye towards recognizing early leaders in this area; 
• an Interprofessional Health Care Team Clinical Competition, where teams of students 

from various schools group together to work on a hypothetical case and compete for 
awards of excellence; 

o establish interprofessional faculty teams for core cun'iculum development; 
• establish grants and/or opportunity for faculty to attend workshops on interprofessional 

curriculum, or on how to develop web-based courses. 

AHC course designator 
A designation has been developed whereby interprofessional courses can be given an AHC 
course designation (instead of the typical designation from a specific college or center). By using 
the new AHC designator for an interprofessional course, tuition would be attributed at the AHC 
level, and the tuition could then be manually allocated to the participating schools according to 
their effort (measured by RVUs or some other measure). The AHC designator gives the option 
of "housing" the interprofessional course in a neutral way, so that cross-listing and/or deciding 
which school should "own" the course can be eliminated. 
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7. A Potential Financial Model 

A hypothetical interprofessional activity, showing the application of the allocation tools 
discussed in Section 6 above, follows: 

The Schools of Nursing and Public Health are collaborating on a new course to offer students. 
Students from both schools will be taking this class, and it will be taught by faculty from both 
schools. 

Start-up: This course is being developed by Professor A from the School of Nursing and 
Professor B from the School of Public Health. Professor A has contributed 30 hours and 
Professor B has contributed 20 hours of time to develop the course. They have received a $2,000 
interprofessional course development grant from the AHC Office of Education. Using RVUs, 
the development grant is allocated as follows: 

Nursing 
Public Health 
Total 

Professor A development time 
Professor B development time 

30RVU 
20RVU 
50RVU 

$1,200 
$ 800 
$2,000 

Course delivery: The interprofessional course is given an AHC designation within the 
registration system. So for each student that takes the course, 25% of the tuition that they have 
paid for the course goes to their school of enrollment, and 75% ofthe tuition paid for the course 
goes to central AHC administration. After the 25% is allocated back to the school of enrollment, 
let's suppose that $30,000 is allocated to the AHC. Professor A from Nursing gives 15 lectures 
for the course, Professor B from Public Health gives 25 lectures, and the rest of the course is 
dedicated to group facilitation participated in equally between both professors. Utilizing the 
RVU methodology from the Medical School, tuition would be allocated back to the schools in 
the following manner: 

Nursing - Prof A lecture time 15 lectures * 4 RVU = 60 RVU 
Public Health - ProfB lecture time 25 lectures * 4 RVU = 100 RVU 

Nursing - 60 RVUIl60 total RVU * $30,000 = $11,250 tuition allocation 
Public Health -- 100 RVU/160 RVU * $30,000 = $18,750 tuition allocation 

Administrative time, either in the development or delivery stages of the course, could also be 
factored in to the allocation equation, or sUPPOlied by a central resource such as !ERC. 

Note: the above illustration does not address some of the issues that have been raised in this 
document, such as flat dollar tuition and faculty regular/overload compensation. 
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Conclusion: 

Interprofessional education is an idea that generates a lot of enthusiasm in the AHC. There are 
barriers to overcome to achieve success in this area, partly due to the "silo" or stand-alone status 
of each of the schools within the AHC. Attitude toward, scheduling, and administration of 
interprofessional activities may prove to be more difficult hurdles to jump than the financing 
aspect. However, the cost and financing part of interprofessional education is seen as a 
significant barrier by most, and so needs to be addressed in order to move fOlward with more 
interprofessional activity across the AHC. 

It's important to note that the RVU model does not generate funding for interprofessional 
activities. An RVU model can be used to allocate funding across schools involved in 
interprofessional activities, but is not the answer to the funding problem itself. Decisions need to 
be made about whether to provide new funding to schools to stimulate interprofessional 
activities, or whether to allocate existing resources in an effOlt to shift priorities of the schools. 

Suggested Next Steps: 

.. Distribute to Associate Deans for individual review and comment back to Associate VP 
Brandt 

e Distribute draft report to Sr. VP Cerra for preliminary review 
.. Consult with Associate Deans' Council, as a group, to further socialize document, share 

initial feedback (no-name basis), validate issues, and formulate a strategy for responding 
to issues 

.. Develop potential RVU model(s) for use within AHC, and socialize models with cross
collegiate advisory groups 

e Document and communicate any central administrative systems obstacles and proposed 
solutions to create the infrastructure necessary to support interprofessional education. 
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Greg Vercelotti, School of Medicine 
Ron Hadsall and Don Uden, School of Pharmacy 
Laura Molgaard, College of Veterinary Medicine 
Jolm Finnegan, School of Public Health 
Mary Rowan, School of Nursing 
Debra Olson, School of Public Health 
Gary Anderson, School of Dentistry 
Lisa Shefchik and Harley Will, School of Dentistry 
Jeff Kahn, Center for Bioethics 
Pamela Cherry, Center for Spirituality and Healing 
Pete Mitsch, School of Medicine 
Gerry Hallenbeck, School of Pharmacy 
Joe Weisenburger, School of Public Health 
Paul Sodergren, School of Nursing 
Lincoln Kallsen, Office of the Provost 
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Attachment A, page 1 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MEDICAL SCHOOL 
MISSION-BASED MANAGEMENT 

INVENTORY AND METRICS FOR EDUCATIONAL EFFORT 

(fi'om Discussion Draft 7-8-03) 

Educational Activity Direct Contact Preparatiou Total Effort per 
Time Ratio U nit of Activity 

COMMITTEES 
Medical School Admissions or Chair of 200 hours per year 1.0 200 hours 
Scholastic Standing 

DIRECT STUDENT TEACHING 
Lectures 

Professional (entire class) I hour oer lecture 4.0 4 hours 
Baccalaureate Class I hour per lechlre 4.0 4 hours 
Continuing Medical Education (CMEl I hour oer lecture 4.0 4 hours 
Grand Rounds at FUMC I hour per lecture 4.0 4 hours 
Groups 

Laboratorv Sessions 3 hours oer session 1.5 4.5 hours 
Interactive Sessions (small groups, 2 hours per session 1.5 3 hours 
seminars, workshons, etc.) 
Medical Student Tutorials and 3 hours per session 1.5 4.5 hours 
Preceotorshios 
Clinical Teaching 

Year 3-4 Medical Students in any 10 hours per week 1.0 10 hours 
Clinical Setting per multiple of two 

students 
Master Tutor 150 hours oer vear 1.0 150 hours 
Clinical Residents or Fellows 250 hours per 1.0 250 hours 

resident or fellow per 
vear 

Didactic Sessions - Medical Shldent 150 hours per year 1.0 150 hours 
Reouired Clerkships per clerkship 
Didactic Session for Entire Residency 150 hours per year 1.0 150 hours 
Program 
RPAP Site Visit 10 hours per visit 1.0 10 hours 

COURSE DIRECTORSHIPS 
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses 
or Programs 

1 to 30 Shldents 100 hours oer course 1.0 100 hours 
31 to 100 Students 150 hours per course 1.0 150 hours 
More Than 100 Students 200 hours Der course 1.0 200 hours 
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Educational Activity Direct Contact Preparation Total Effort per 
Time Ratio Unit of Activity 

Required Medical Student Courses 

Medical Student Reguired Courses 200 hours Der course 1.0 200 hours 
Reauired Medical Student Clerkships 200 hours per course 1.0 200 hours 
Site Coordinator of Required Medical 200 hours per year 1.0 200 hours 
School Clerkship -
Elective Medical Student Clinical 
Courses 

1-10 Students,,.,r Year 50 hours pcr course 1.0 50 hours 
More Than 10 students per Year 75 hours per course 1.0 75 hours 
CME Courses at U of M 50 hours pcr course 1.0 50 hours 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
FUNCTIONS 
U of M Residency Director 

1-30 Residents in Program 300 hours per vear 1.0 300 hours 
31- 100 Residents in Program 450 hours per year 1.0 450 hours 
More Than 100 Residents in Program 600 hours per vear 1.0 600 hours 
Fellowshio Director 100 hours ocr vear 1.0 100 hours 

ADVISING 
Medical Students 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hoUt's 

student 
Graduate Students 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hours 

student 
Residents 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hours 

student 
Fellows 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hoUt's 

student 
Postdoctoral Students 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hoUt's 

student 
Undergraduate Students 6 hours per year per 1.0 6 hours 

student 

RESEARCH MENTORING 
Graduate Students (medical school) 150 hours per year 1.0 150 hours 

-- _ per student 
Undergraduate Student 50 hours per semester 1.0 50 hours 

oer student 
Postdoctoral Student 100 hours per year 1.0 100 hours 

per student 
-
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